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1. FOLLOWING RESULT OF INVESTIGATION HOTELS IN MEXICO CITY REPORTED TO COS ON EVENING 26 NOVEMBER.

2. LEE OSWALD REGISTERED AT SMALL HOTEL DEL COMERCIO, SAHAGUN 19, TELE: 46-60-51, ON 27 SEPTEMBER 1963.

3. OSWALD LEFT THIS HOTEL ON 1 OCTOBER, ACCORDING TO INVESTIGATION.

4. BELIEVES OSWALD TRAVELLED FROM NUEVO LAREDO TO MONTERREY BY BUS ON 26 SEPTEMBER, THEN CHANGED BUSES AND CONTINUED ON ANAHUAC BUS LINE TO MEXICO CITY, ARRIVING IN TIME ON 27 SEPTEMBER FOR 1037 TELEPHONE CALL TO SOVIET EMBASSY THAT DATE.

5. DETAILS OSWALD RETURN TO U.S.A. STILL NOT KNOWN.